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ABSTRACT .

A reconnaissance gravity survey was

carried out during 1957 in Northwest Queensland

between Urandangie l Mount Ise., Cloncurry, Boulia,

Glenormiston and Tobermory to determine gravity

Bouguer anomalies and investigate their relation

•)the geology of the south-eastern part of the

Georgina Basin and adjoining areas of the Cloncurry-

Mount Isa Fold Belt.

The'results of the investigation show a

predominating south-southeast trend of high Bouguer

anomalies - accompanied to the east and west by

gravity "Lows" - associated with Pre-Cambrian

formations of the Cloncurry-Mt. Isa area.

The axis of the main gravity "High" appears

to continue to the southeast into the Great A -ctesian

Basin.

- In the western part of the surveyed area

the main trend of the gravity contours is northwest and

follows in a general way the known geological boundaries

particularly in the area between the Toko Range and

the Georgina River.

A gravity "High" west of Boulia indicates

a north-west trend in the older formation perpendicular

to the known trends of the outcropping Cretaceous beds.



1. INTRODUCTION

Following geological svirveys carried out
by the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics
in the Georgina Basin, Northwestern Queensland since 1c);"6 7

reconnaissance gravity survey was carried out during
the 1957 field season in the region south of a line from
Urandangie to Mount Isa and Cloncurry and north of,a line
through Boulia, Glenormiston and Linda Downs.

The area is in an important one in the search
for oil. Some of the older formations, which crop out in
the southeastern portion of the Georgina Basin can be
considered as potential source beds and might extend under
a cover of Mesozoic beds further south and southeast into
the deeper regions of the Great Artesian Basin. It was
the purpose of this survey to map gravity Bouguer anomalies,
to relate them to known major structures, to use them to
help recognise and follow, if possible, the more important
tectonic?1 features, and to assess the likely relation
between such features and gravity anomalies which are known
to occur over much of the Great Artesian Basin,

2. CONDUCT OF FIELD WORK.

The gravity party of two geophysicists J.R.H.
van Son (Party Leader) and R. Underwood and two field-hands
spent from the end of May 1957 to the begining of October
on the field work.

The Georgina Basin Survey covers the area
of roughly 22,500 square miles between latitudes 21 ° and
23 ° and longitudes 138° and 140° 15 1 .

Survey traverses were selected along existing
roads and station tracks. Two hundred and nine gravity
stations were read at an average interval of five miles
over a total length of 1,000 miles of survey lines.

A large part of the topographic work required
for the identification of station sites on airphotos, semi-
permanent marking of stations, and the establishment of
altitudes by barometer readings on some of the traverses
was also carried out by the gravity party in addition to
gravity readings.

Five hundred and eighty miles of base traverses
were conventionally levelled by a topographic survey party
supplied by the Department of the Interior, which also
established astro-fixes at roughly 40 mile intervals to
provide control points for the topographic base plan.

Railway levels supplied by the Queensland Govenn-
ment Railways were used with gravity stations observed at
mile posts along the Cloncurry-Dajarra and Duchess-Mount Isa
railway tracks.

On the remainder of the traverses altitudes were
obtained by using two Askania Micro-Barometers (Nos. 531, 316
and 5112 305).^In an attempt to eliminate the effect of
atmospheric pressure fluctilations from the barometric
altitude determinations, two observers used two instruments
following a field procedure, briefly described as follows:
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On each interval between any two adjacent
stations, barometer readings wore teken simultaneously
by both obsor -vers^and 3) at the first station. Then
B moved on to the second station while A remained at
the first station and at a predetermined time readings
were taken simultaneously at both stations. Finally
observer A also moved on to the second station, were
the instruments were again read simultaneously. The
process was repeated from station to station.

Check levelling carried out during the 1958
season with level and staff has shown that errors of
only 3 to 5 foot occur tith barometric altitudes,
established in this manner.

Gravity-meter Warden No. 61 was used throughout
the survey for gravity observations. The time drift of
the instrument was closely controlled by re-occupying
stations within one hour. The instrument drift appeared
at times tea be somewhat irregular: mean loop errors, however,
remained within reasonable limits not exceeding a maximum
of 0. 1+ milligals.

• Gravity ties were made to the B.M.R. Pendulum
Stations at Cloncurry and Boulia. The gravity meter
interval did not agree with the difference between the
pendulum values. When this is considered along with ties
made during the 1958 season to Longreach and Birdsville
pendulum stations it is believed that the accepted gravity
value at Boulia is too low. The revised observed gravity
value at Boulia may now be

978, 793.20 milligals as compared

with 978, 791,90 milligals, established by earlier
pendulum work. However these figures will still need further
adjustment.

Because of the absence of station descriptions
it was impossible to make accurate gravity ties to the
gravity stations established along the Cloncurry-Duchess-
Mt. Isa Road by the University of Sydney during the 1954
survey. As relatively strong Bouguer anomaly gradients
occur over the Pre-Cambriah rocks in this area, the B.H.R.
findings agree only in a general manner with the earlier
anomaly values with unexplained local discrepancies exceeding
five milligals.

The gravity-meter used inthe field was calibrated
against the observed gravity values of base stations near
Melbourne, as a result of which a scale factor of 0.08895
milliFals per division was determined for the reduction of
field observations.

3,^DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS

TI4e ireliminary results of the Georgina Basin
gravity survey of 1957 shown as Bouguer anomaly contours
on plates No. 1 and No. 2, using as a topographic base - the
F 54 SW and F 54 NW sheets of the eight miles series map
of Queensland.
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Beds of Cretaceous age occupy a large
portion of Queensland and compose the uppermost
layers of sediments in the Great Artesian Basin.
These beds, including sandstones, shales, conglomeretes
and concretionary limestone, are relatively low in
density and high in porosity.

A unifm rock density (=1.9) between station
sites and sea level was assumed for calculation of
Bouguer anomalies. This was chosen as being representative
of near surface Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks in the
Artesian Basin. Variations in elevation of Pre-
'Cambrian and Paleozoic rocks, both exposed and covered, .
are expected to exert a strong influence on the
Bouguer anomaly contour pattern.

A higher density (between 2.2 and 2.5 or even
higher) would be more applicable to eliminnte the
topographic effect for Palaeozoic formations, which
crop out over wide areas of the northern and western
portion of the surveyed area. .However any error which
might occur in the Bouguer anomalies due to an incorrect
assumption of near surface density will be relatively small
and will not affect the general pattern of the anomelies.
Cretaceous and Tertiary beds crop out in the southeast
of the area and Rrcent alluvial deposits containing loose
et:1.nd and gravel‘beds of a very low .density is found in
the wider creek and river beds of the present dreinege
system.

Density r'ata obtained from laboratory determina41•
tions of rocks collected from outcrops are tabul-ted in
Table No, l^this list includes - for comparison - the
densities of Cretaceous rocks encountered in bores
drilled nt Haddon Downs in the north-eastern corner of
South Australia end Wyaaba Creek near the Gulf of
Carpentaria; both bores being within the Greet Artesian
Basin.

Bouguer anomaly contours shown on Plates 1
and 2 are of a preliminary nature and may be subject to
small corrections for the following rensons:

(a) The observed gravity value at BOulia
Pendulum Station is not yet finalised.

(b) There is no control of the contours between
traverses, tainly in the area between Roxborough
Downs and Buckinbani Downs on Plate 2. Additional
gravity station are required to determine the
contours and the magnitude of the anomaly more
precisely.

The main pattern of Bouguer anomalies, as shown on
the accompanying plates indicates the following significant
features:

(a) A zone of high Bouguer anomaly occurs in the
eastern pert of the inv_estig-t eed area with a maximum
of +45.9 milligls on Station L-6 near Duchess.

The general trend of this anomaly is south with
a slight east tendency. Strong gravity gradients
occur along its flanks and maximum gravity gr-dients
observed are immediately east and west of Duchese,
The axis of the highest Bouguef anomaly velurs rune
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through Duchess south into the Burke River
Valley there immediately south of Noranside
BOuguer anomaly values exceed +30 milligals.
The Duchess.Noranside gravity "High" appears
to continue in a more south-eastern direction
into the Greet Artesian Basin- In the area
between Noranside nd Chetsworth the, spreading
of the 20 milligal contour indicates a broader
anomaly .pattern,

(b) A distinct gravity "Low" occurs in
the area between Malbon, Devoncourt and Agate
Downs approximately 25 miles e - st of the Duchess
gravity 'High". The trend is soUth. , southeast.

(c) A narrow zone of low Bouguer values
accompanies the Duchess-Norenside 'hi ^along
the wertern :side. This "Low" is noticeable at
Station No, 2+-2 northeast of Dajar2a - and also
at Eta.oñ No. 7-4 southeast of Buckinham Dawns
and again at Station No. 6. 71 northeast of Boulia.
The anomaly is lowest near'Buckinham Downs with

-12.0 milligals Bouguer value at Station No. 7-4.
Additional gravity stations would be required to
delineate this "Law" more precisely.

(d) Predominating northwest trends are
typical of the Bouguer anomaly contours over the
southwestern and western portion of the surveyed areal
mainly along the course of the Georgina River and -
between Smoky Creek and Moonah Creek.

(e) These northwest trends terminate in an
extensive gravity "Low" which occurs north of Linda
Downs homestead and more or less along the course
Pituri Creek. The northwest trends are shown by n

- series of alternate "Lows" and "Highs".

(f)^The area between Cottonbush Creek and
Smoky Creek may be expected to have generally high
Bouguer anomaly values. +15 milligal is indicated
round the margins of the area, Additional gr-vity
stations are required to determine the true Douguer
anomaly.^Additional gravity stations are also
required over the area east of Roxborough Downs to
determine if the "Low" to the north of Linda Downs
continues towards the southeast.

4 • - Irl'"D.R7TAT'r7 OF RESULTS.-!=

In the following a preliminary interpretation is
given with reference to the e.nomely pattern as fl whole
rather than det-iled features,. Additional gr-vity field
work of a semi- deteiled.nature has been completed during
the 1958 field season mainly in the area of the Toko Range
northwest of Glenormiston and east of the Burke River
between Boulia, :itrenda and Fort, William homestead, At the

. time of this report results of the more recent work were
not available for plotting.

The following principle applies in the assessment
of Bouguer anomalies:

Relatively high Bouguer anomaly values
indicate the presence of high density rocks
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in outcrop or at shallow depth. Relatively
low Boaguer anomaly values indicate a thickening
of rocks of comparatively low density. Strong
gravity gradients are typical far either faulted
or highly folded beds with the gravity "High"
beIng-indic-tive of the crest of a fold or the•
upthrown side of a fault.

Table No. 2 shows greenstone, a Pre-Cambrian
basic lava, is highest in density (=2.92), -nd sandstone
of Ordovician age is lowest in density (=2.12) among
the PalaeozOic and Pre-Cambrian specimens collected in th, )

outcrop area.

Highest Bouguer anomaly values were established
in the field near Duchess where highly metamorphosed
rocks, including gneiss, gneissic granite porphyries and
amphibolites of Pres-Cambrian (Lower Archaeozoic?) age
occur together with greenstone.

From the gravity anomaly pattern it appears
th-t the core of folded rocks, which form a major
tectonic feature of the Pre-Cambrian area between
Cloncurry and Mount Isa, extends most likely south..
southeast under Cambrian, Ordovician, Cretaceous and
Tertiary cover beds towards Fort William homestead and
further southeast into The Black Mountain and Mount
Datson structure.

A fault, which is known to exist east of Duchess
with Lower Archaeozoic rocks outcropping on the upthrown
(western side) and Proterozoic (Upper Archaeozoic?) rocks
together with Cambrian beds on the enstern, downthrown
side is associated with extremely strong gravity gradients
between Stations 4-6 (+45•9 milligals) and Stations 4-7
(+27.00 milligals).

Pre-Cambrian rocks west of Duchess near Bushy
Park appear to be bounded also by a fault as indicated
by the strong gradient established between Stations 8-1
(+35.15 milligals) and Station 8-2 (+18.28 milligals).

The gravity "Low" between Malbon, Devencourt
and Agnte Downs, where Cambrian sediments occur in outcrop,
might be explained by a thickening at depth of the
relatively unaltered and less folded sediments of
Proterozoic age, which underlie the Cambrian beds.
A gravity "High" of limited extent north of Malbon
might be associated with the occurrence of greenstone.

In conclusion it can be stated, that gravity
anomalies with extremely strong gradients which occur
over the eastern portion of the Cloncurry-Mt. Isa Fold
Belt are in agreement with the existence of highly folded
and faulted formations.

Strong gradients are absent - in the pattern
of anomalies west of the line from Mount Isa to Boulia,
where Cambrian and Ordovician rocks of sub-horizontal
bedding crop out over a wide area. From the more gentle
features of the gravity anomalies, it can be concluded
that the formations at depth are more horizontal in the
western portion.

However, directly west of Boulia a gravity "High"
of united extent and northwest trend has been established
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in an area where sub-horizontel Cretaceous and Tertiary
sediments croc_ out.^This suggests the existence of
a horet-lie feature within the Pre-Cambrian basement
and, probably, in any overlyinz Palaeozoic formations.

The extensive ''Low" north of Linda Downs
'eemestend indietes a prebeble thickening of the Cambr ian
s•diments in a northwestern direction.

Two law anomalies of limited extent southwest
of Car-ndotta and south and west of Ardmore suggest the
possibility of shallow basin areas bounded by tongue-
like "Yighs" in the basement topography. This inter-
pretation is supported by the occurrence of Proterozoic
bc1:1 between Urandangie and Warwick Downs as shown on
the Urare'..angi sheet (1951) of the 4 mile geological map
series

R(T)1. DENSITIES

SOUTHEAST GEORGINA BASIN AND GREAT ARTESIAN BASIN

7_,KP Au/Localitv. Density
grammes /cm.

Greenstone / Pre-Cambrian,
Dajarra

.2.92

Limestone^Ordovician,^ 2, 82
Linda Downs

 

^■■•••■•^

     

Limestone^, Cambrian
Urandangie

2.80

..■•••■••••••■■■•■,MMENNIMMII.......■•••.....1•,!.•••./10/0/

2.73Shale^Pre-Cambrian,
Dajerra

Limestone^Ordovician
Linda Dawns 2.72

Calcite,
.Crystelline

-
Duchess

2.64

Limestone^e Cambrian,
Dajerra

 

2. 63

       

Ribbon Stone Pre-Cambrian
Cloncurry

Phyllite

••■..srvislwasarnem-milaegok.n.wasavemme.mr.a.

Pre-Cambrian,
Cloncurry

2. 55

  

Sandstone^Ordovician
Toko Range

2.12

■MOIMIŴ
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Age/Locality^Density
Erammes/ccm.

Weathered
^

Ordovician
Sandstone
^

Toko Range
^ 1.6

Sandstone,
Shale and
Clayish Beds

Winton Formation,
Haddon Down Bore
Santos No.l.

1.82 (mean value
of several
specimens).

Tambo Formation,^1.9
Frome-Broken Hill
Wyanba Bore No.1
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